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HIGHER COURT IN BELGRADE 
War Crimes Department 

 
Pursuant to my authority under articles: 333 (2) and 331 (1) in re 43 (2.5) of the 
Code of Criminal Procedure; and articles 3 and 4 of the Act on the Organization 
and Competence of Government Authorities in War Crimes Proceedings, I raise 
this  
 

 
INDICTMENT 

 
Against AA a.k.a. ... 
 
Personal details:  
Son of BB and VV née ... 
Citizen identity number: ... 
Date/place of birth: ... 
Permanent residence: ... 
Current residence: ... 
Country of citizenship: ...  
Educational background: ... 
  
 
 

Background facts: 
 

The event relevant to this indictment took place in the course of the internal 
(non-international) armed conflict which existed in the territory of Bosnia-
Herzegovina in the period between 1992 and 1995. Parties to the conflict were 
armed forces composed of local Serb, Bosniak and Muslim populations.  
 
At the time member of a voluntary unit operating as part of the Serb armed 
force, the accused, AA, subjected a number of civilian persons to cruel 



treatment, sexual abuse and other offensive or humiliating acts in violation of 
their personal dignity. The victims were not involved in the hostilities and were 
as such entitled to respect for their person and to humane treatment in all 
circumstances, without any adverse distinction founded on their ethnic 
backgrounds or religious commitment. By engaging in such conduct, AA 
committed serious breaches of international law, recognized by the following acts 
and provisions: 
 

-  Article 3 (1.c) of the Geneva Convention on the Protection of Civilian 
Persons in Time of War (Geneva Convention IV), adopted on 12 August 
1949 and ratified by the FPRY National Assembly (FPRY Official Gazette, 
no. 24/50); and 

- Article 4 (1, 2.a, 2.e) of the Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions 
on the Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts (Protocol 
II), adopted on 12 August 1949 (FPRY Official Gazette, no. 16/78 – 
International Treaties). 

 
 

Charges: 
 
In the evening of 14 June 1992, the accused, AA and several other members of 
his voluntary unit, namely GG, DD and ĐĐ (cases against the three have been 
finally adjudcated) were present in the Tref café in Bijeljina, BH. They were told 
by a local, namely EE (separate proceedings underway in BH) that a Muslim 
extremist, namely ŽŽ, who was living in the town, engaged in providing Muslims 
with arms and also had some in his house. Having decided to go to ŽŽ’s house, 
they all drove in a Zastava 128 passenger vehicle to Omladinskih Brigada Street 
in the Novo Naselje neighbourhood, where EE showed them ŽŽ’s house. All of 
them were armed and in uniforms, save for EE, who was wearing civilian clothes. 
The group entered the house and urged ŽŽ to hand over his arms, which he duly 
did. The group then proceeded to search the house, seizing the money and 
jewels found in the process. Subsequently, under arms threat and in the 
presence of ŽŽ, his wife ZZ and their sons II and minor JJ, the attackers forced 
ŽŽ’s daughter KK and II’s wife LL to undress. Having pushed the two into the 
hallway and an adjacent room, the attackers took turns raping and otherwise 
sexually assaulting their victims, thrusting their sexual organs into the victims’ 
mouths. GG then went on to thrust the barrel of his automatic rifle into ŽŽ’s 
mouth and discharge a shot, thereby depriving him of life. As they left the house, 
the attackers further tortured and humiliated KK and LL by forcing them to 
precede – naked and barefoot – as they moved around the neighbourhood.  
Meanwhile, they forced II – who was dressed and also taken along – to indicate 
who of his neighbours had a car, as their vehicle had got stuck in a ditch at the 
side of road and could not be moved. Having reached the home of LJLJ in 
Tuzlanska Cesta bb, they got inside and robbed LJLJ of her money, jewels and 



car key, as well as of her Jugo 55 car in which they drove away. Having dropped 
EE in the town centre, AA and his accomplices proceeded with KK and LL 
towards Brčko. When they arrived at the site of Ljeljenča, Bijeljina municipality, 
they stopped and in front of the car again took turns raping and otherwise 
sexually assaulting KK and LL, thrusting their sexual organs into the victims’ 
mouths and anuses. They eventually left the victims naked and barefoot on the 
road and left the spot. 
 
  
By engaging in the foregoing conduct, the accused, AA, committed the 
criminal offence under article 142 (1) (war crime against civilian 
population) in re article 22 (co-perpetration) of the FRY Criminal Act. 
 
 
 
 
Dušan Knežević 
Deputy War Crimes Prosecutor 
 


